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Building Hope and Resilience 
through Climate Actions



IPCC Special Report 2018

• limiting global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius rather than 2.0 

degrees would provide clear benefits to people and natural 

ecosystems



Every bit of warming matters

• Carbon dioxide is at an “unprecedented” level not seen for at 

least the last 800,000 years 



Every bit of warming matters

Human activities have caused about 1.0°C of global warming



• Canada is warming 2-3 times 

faster than the global average 

Every year matters
- long term forecast



Every year matters
- current national impacts



Every year matters 
– local impacts



Every year matters 
– local impacts



Every choice matters



Every choice matters
- we can determine the impact



When someone talks about 
climate change, how do you feel?
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Mental Health and Our 
Changing Climate Report

American Psychological Association 2017



Mental heath responses to 
climate change



Ecological Grief
- the grief felt in relation to experienced or anticipated 

ecological losses

Edward Burtynsky



Solastalgia
- the distress or sadness a person feels when their home 

environment is desolated in ways they cannot control

Bea Fremderman



Ecological Paralysis
- complex feelings of not being able to take effective action to 

significantly mitigate climate change risk

Peter Robinson - Snow Ball Blind Time



Climate change's impacts on 
children’s health

Physical health: 

"children breathe more air and 

drink more fluid for their body 

weight… their immature immune 

and organ systems make them 

more sensitive..."

Vulnerable to: 

• extreme heat

• vector-borne disease

• air quality

• food insecurity 

Nahzeer S., age 12, Chicago



Climate change's impacts on 
children’s health

Mental Health: 

"growing brains and 

developing coping capacity 

make young people particularly 

vulnerable to environmental 

stressors"

Vulnerable to increased 

levels of : 

• confusion

• hopelessness

• fear of abandonment

• anger & cynicism Ella S., age 8, Charlotte, N.C.



The Challenge

“Schools have a vital role to 

play in preparing our young 

people to take their place as 

informed, engaged, and 

empowered citizens who will 

be pivotal in shaping the 

future of our communities, 

our province, our country, 

and our global environment.”



Teach climate change with hope

• appreciate the challenges faced 

by the human community in 

defining and implementing the 

processes needed for 

environmental sustainability;

• maintain a sense of hope and a 

positive perspective on the 

future

Environmental education should enable 

students to:

Melinda Young, _Arborescence



Hope Defined

“Hope is a 

verb with its 

shirtsleeves 

rolled up.”   

• David Orr

Unity for Clean and Clear Water, Suriya Patoomwan
(8 years old, Thailand)



Hope Defined

"Hope can function 

as a bridge from 

mourning to 

action."   

• Mourning Nature: Hope 

at the Heart of Ecological 

Loss and Grief

• edited by Ashlee Cunsolo, 

Karen Landman

Aanya C., age 6, Hong Kong



Hope Defined

"Neuroscientists have 

discovered that 

the human mind 

functions best when it 

acts as if there is hope." 

• The Green Boat: Reviving 

Ourselves in Our Capsized 

Culture

• By Mary Pipher, PhD

Hayden B., age 8, Summit, N.J



Active hope builds agency

Active Hope is about 

becoming active 

participants in bringing 

about what we hope for. 

Joanne Macy

Three Key Steps

1. take a clear view of reality; 

2. identify what we hope for 

(e.g., values, directions);  

3. take steps to move ourselves 

or our situation in that 

direction. 



Soliphilia
-people band together to salvage, rebuild, and console 

amongst the chaos and loss of a changing climate

Camilla Perkins



Students as agents of change 
through EcoSchools

EcoSchools offers a 

structured approach to 

changing practices and

thinking to tackle this 

challenge from a uniquely 

educational point of view.



Ecoliteracy does not only require 

mastery of subject matter, but the 

creation of meaningful connections 

between head, hands, and heart as 

well.” ~ David Orr

“Five practices of emotionally and 

socially engaged ecoliteracy to 

advance academic achievement; 

protect the natural world on 

which we depend; and foster 

strength, hope, and resiliency.

Taking Action



1. Developing empathy for all 
forms of life

Ideas

• growing 

flowers, 

food

• tending 

gardens

• animal care

• vermi -

composters



Ideas

• building 

relationships 

across 

cultures

• explore ways 

of knowing, 

seeing, 

explaining, 

and living in 

the world

1. Developing empathy for all 
forms of life



2. Embracing sustainability as 
a community practice 

Ideas

• creating 

conditions 

that are good 

for all

• be inspired 

by others

• restoring

habitats

• increasing 

biodiversity



2. Embracing sustainability as 
a community practice 

Ideas

• waste-free 

lunch 

programs

• school-wide 

eco-events 

e.g., Earth 

Hour

• providing 

sustainable 

options



Ideas 

• revealing the 

true or hidden 

costs

• waste, energy, 

biodiversity 

audits

• citizen science

3. Making the invisible visible 



4. Anticipating unintended 
consequences

Ideas

• systems, 

design and 

integrative  

thinking 

• 7 generations 

thinking

• understanding

cause and 

effect



5. Understanding how nature 
sustains life

Ideas

• reducing, 

reusing, 

recycling, 

composting

• growing 

foods

• restoring

natural 

systems



"We can fix it"



Building Hope and Resilience 
through Climate Actions

“Most of the important 

things in the world have 

been accomplished by 

people who have kept on 

trying where there seemed 

to be no hope at all.”   

~Dale Carnegie

“Small acts, when multiplied 

by millions of people, can 

transform the world." 

~Howard Zinn


